
[.)Community Council 

[.) 

[.)Attendance: 

[.)Casey Pickett 

[.)Michael Killian 

[.)Tarin Wariner 

[.)Holly Marelli 

[.)Nicole Flitton 

[.)Monica Monson 

[.)Shelly Hughes 

[.)Krista Keetch 

[.)Emily Murphy 

[.)Lisa Hyde 

 

[.)All meetings are open to the public anyone could attend that is why they are posted on the 

website.  

[.) 

[.)Training/Rules of order and Procedure.  

[.)[  ] Talk to neighbors so that we can bring issues to the council 

[.)[  ] Meetings and minutes always need to be posted on the website. 

[.)[  ] Timelines and meeting dates need to be posted 

[.)[  ] Motions need to be stated as such 

[.)[  ] Roberts rules of order need to be followed. If there is a vote it needs to be approved by 2/3rd of 

the members of the council 

[.) 

[.)Red Ribbon/Vaping Plan 

[.)Ben Welch has been meeting with Kevin to come up with a plan for Red Ribbon. Use a magician 

to teach the kids about the vaping. Student Council has been working on coming up with a plan. It 

will actually extend farther than one week.  

[.)Kevin was going to come up with specific things that per grade can be talked about at their level. 

Make sure Kevin knows. There is a list of 40  things that we can discuss about it. It will be sent home 

to parents.  

[.) 



[.)US91 

[.)Krista has talked to 9 people between UDOT and the county. Bottom line is the city is responsible 

for that portion of the sidewalk.Anything behind curb and gutter the city is responsible for. That 

section is owned by UDOT. There are some programs we can apply for that will help pay for it. If we 

don't qualify the first year we need to just keep submitting it because the next year it could be 

approved. It is not going to be done overnight but we need to stay on top of it. If we could at least tell 

a date we are aiming for. 

[.)1.Safe Routes to school Plan 

[.)We need to get city council and the mayor on board. Will send inviations out to mayor so we need 

to be on top of it to make sure it is getting approved. We will be put down on the totem pole because 

they are focusing on new construction. We need to get a bid from our city saying how much it will 

cost to fix that section. It may just get approved because it is a smaller project. UDOT was very 

helpful and responsive.  

[.)Emily was awesome at doing the leg work by taking pictures and helping compile information. 

[.)By next meeting she would like to figure out a bid and get some the city working on it. That is the 

next step. We need to get involved so they can do something about it. They also suggested we wait 

until the election. 

[.) 

[.)Drop Off/Pick-Up Update 

[.)If there aren't people our front then people are not following the rule. So still keeping 3 teachers 

out there to help things move along. People just need to be patient until they get to the flag which 

kind of backs it up. It seems to be working great. The video was great! Directions will again go out in 

the Windridge Weekly. Also, add don't park and get out of the car added. Would be nice to have a 

few parking spots on the front row that parents could park in and help their kids if they aren't quite 

ready. 

[.) 

[.)SIP #4 

[.)It will still say Beverly Sorensen on the plan even though we won't be getting it. It is just being 

moved from goal #3 to goal #2. It was just an action item. Sleeves for the computer and fixing 

broken things were bought using the money. 

[.) 

[.)Social Emotional Learning Goal 

[.)Monica Monson will give us a tidbit of little information about the social emotional well being at 

each community council meeting 

[.)Community Council will read the books that the teachers are reading to help with social emotional 

well being. 

[.) 

[.)Monica:  



[.)Social/Emotional learning is teaching kids the soft skills they need to be successful in life in their 

ability to get along with individuals in life. Employers are seeing such a disconnect in these skills that 

make them be successful. Be problem solvers and get along with others or in a group. Its important 

for kids to learn these basic learning skills now.  

[.)Having organized recess helps them kind of negotiate. She steps back and kind of lets them figure 

stuff out. Unless they need help and then she steps in to kind of help direct them to solutions.  

[.)5 things to focus on: 

[.) 

[.)Self Awareness 

[.)Self Management 

[.)Social Awareness 

[.)Problem Solving 

[.)Good Relationship Skills and relate to people and form good healthy relationships 

[.) 

[.)Mindful breathing is really helpful for kids. Make them aware of what is happening to their body 

and their mind. 4-6th grade is doing mindfulness with Jodi Mills. She is here more now so the 

second part of the year she will work with the younger grades.  

[.) 

[.)Our webpage has some mindfulness videos that kids and parents can get on and do. On the off 

days suggest teachers have it be a part of what they do. It is Casey Pickett's mom. Would like for us 

to watch them and report back on if it was beneficial to families.  

[.) 

[.)Stop Breath Kids is an app that teaches kids what to do. They can pick how they are feeling at the 

moment and pick a different thing to do.  

[.) 

[.)Its awesome that the whole class does it with her. Then it doesn't single one kid out if they are 

stuggling. Trying to make it the culture of the school.  

[.) 

[.)Leslie: 

[.)Book: Happy Teachers Change the World. It applies to us as parents too. Parents are the first and 

most important teachers to our kids.  

[.)How do we keep our boat afloat with everything that goes on right now? 

[.)Mindfulness will help. It is a way to do everything with more fulness and purpose. How do we 

maintain and grow happiness in children to outlast the things that may happen. Have mind and body 

be together in the classroom. Teachers/Parents need to be present and be there for ourselves and 

the kids.  



[.)It is a goal for our school to teach the teachers to keep the boat steady. Casey is amazing. She 

knew it was going to be a tricky year so giving teachers and opportunity to grow and take care of 

themselves it will make the most sense for our kids.  

[.) 

[.)It is unusual to have that in our SIPS plan but it was really important to have social and emotional 

well being. They will have bowls they can use and ring in their classrooms to make kids be more 

aware. She would also love input from community council if we have anything that can help or if we 

find something that works.  

[.) 

[.)Emily Murphy: We feel she has been inspired to lead our school through this time.  

[.) 

[.)Community Garden Update 

[.)WE have had some hiccups but it is still in the works. The other phase will be done and completed 

by next summer. Changed the name to an outdoor learning center. Casey connected with the guy in 

charge. Money is still there, just ready for when they complete the different phases.  

[.) 

[.)Do we need to pick up trees? For some reason they go to the Jr. High and High school first. We 

are just waiting to have them come. 6th grade went out and cleaned some leaves. If there isn't any 

action she may put out a call for some help.  

[.) 

[.) 


